
Schools Take on the PLC Challenge and Establish a National PLC Network 

 

As part of Hawker Brownlow Professional Learning Solutions mission to support the professional growth of 

educators, three major initiatives are being undertaken to support schools to embed the concepts and 

characteristics of becoming Professional Learning Communities.   

 

Across Melbourne and Adelaide ten primary schools have been part of a groundbreaking Pilot Program 

over the past three years, as they work towards becoming a national model of Professional Learning 

Communities through intensive professional learning support and rigorous school reflection.  

 

This process has seen all schools re-culture and restructure in order to ensure higher levels of learning for 

ALL students through a relentless focus on collaboration, learning and results and the data is starting to 

show evidence of genuine progress.  

 

Each school has worked with key HBPLS PLC experts and practitioners such as Richard and Rebecca 

DuFour and Mike Mattos, and have been provided with in-school support from Australian PLC Training 

Associate Gavin Grift to assist in embedding key ideas. Their support has included participation in PLC 

Institutes, workshops and forums, and more recently all schools were involved in a PLC Coaching 

Academy led by PLC Master Coach Janet Malone, to build the capacity of the leadership team to 

successfully transform the culture of their schools and to critically examine their own role in how they can 

both support and strengthen their own leadership styles.   

 

As part of a progress report conducted at the end of last year many commendations were noted including 

evidence of: 

 

• Increases in NAPLAN student achievement data explicitly linked to the work of collaborative teams 

addressing the four critical questions of a PLC: 

o What do we want students to learn? 

o How will we know when they have learned it? 

o What will we do when they haven’t? 

o What will we do when they already know it? 

 

• Level 1 and Level 2 systematic intervention has been introduced at each school ensuring students 

requiring additional time and support not only have access to it but in some cases are required to 

attend. 

 

• The development of Power Standards across the school to take on the challenge of an overcrowded 

curriculum and ensure all students learn at high levels what the school deems as the essential 

guaranteed and viable curriculum. 

 

• Year level teams functioning at higher levels in terms of sharing data, analysing data, 

differentiating curriculum, creating common formative and summative assessments and sharing 

learning targets with students. 

  

• Generally teams are not complacent or using student background as an excuse for students not 

being able to learn at high levels.  

 

• Students are increasingly keeping track of their own data and are increasingly doing so across our 

PLC schools. 

 

It has been impressive what each school has been able to achieve and the collective commitment that 

they are making to ensure high levels of learning for all students rather than ‘most’.  

 

In the diocese of Lismore on the Northern NSW Coast, 1200 school staff were recently supported through 

HBPLS with a series of PLC Forums and Leadership Retreats to challenge and support their schools to 

work in different ways for their students through the PLC framework.  This lead the diocese to specifically 

train all regional support staff in assisting their schools and further work is being done to work with the 

Leadership Teams to ensure this initiative moves beyond PD an into sustainable school change.  

 

“A school does not become a learning community simply by advancing through steps on a checklist, but 

rather by tapping into the wellsprings of emotions that lie within the professionals of that school. The 

professional learning community makes a conscious effort to bring those emotions to the surface and to 

express explicitly what often is left unsaid.” (Eaker, et al., 1998) 


